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PA RT N E R S F O R C A R E

MAKING A DIFFERENCE IN AFRICA!
Donated Soccer Gear from Peace Passers Helps Change Lives
In Africa, sports can change the life of a child. So the children play. They play
without shoes, without uniforms, using a ball made of plastic trash bags.
Partners for Care has found sports to be a great way to help transform the
lives of young people. Partners for Care is a small non-profit organization
working to help transform the nation of Kenya. Volunteers in the US raise
funds to support a team of young Kenyans leaders dedicated to changing
the lives of the youth in their country.
Partners for Care started with one soccer team 9 months ago - the what if?
Superstars. Now there are 12 teams in Marurui, a small village just north of
Nairobi, Kenya. Most of the players come from the slums and have had to
drop out of school to earn money for their families. Many got into drugs and
other behaviors that
were causing them
difficulties. Through
the Partners for Care
sports program, their
lives have changed
and many are now
enrolled in the Partners
for Care 2nd Chance
program studying to
get their high school
certificates.

Children in Kenya don’t
have access to real soccer
balls, shoes, and uniforms,
so they play the game barefooted and in shorts using
“trashballs” (balls made
from trash bags and tape).
Imagine their delight to
receive uniforms, soccer
shoes and regulation soccer
balls in bright colors from
Peace Passers!
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The children proudly display their
new soccer clothes and equipment
from a donor in the US.
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Partners for Care is grateful to PEACE PASSERS
http://www.peacepassers.org for recognizing the power of the “ball” to
transform. By connecting “supplies” of soccer equipment in the US to
the need for soccer equipment in Kenya, they are giving young people
the opportunity to have soccer shoes, uniforms and shin guards.
Sometimes it is a childʼs first pair of soccer shoes or the first time they
put on a uniform.
Our thanks to Candace Cooper-Murray of Peace Passers and to all the
donors, who collaborated to gather soccer equipment, pack it and find
people to transport it 10,000 miles to Kenya. You are making a huge
difference in the lives of these children!!
THANK YOU!!
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